ALPHA™ Automatic Brewing Systems
with FreshTrac™ Technology

ALPHA G3 BREWER FEATURES
G3 Digital Control Module provides precise
control over all aspects of brewing in an intuitive,
easy-to-operate system. Easily adjust time,
volume, temperature, brew functions and more
from the front of the brewer.
Built-In Fine-Tuning Brewing Modes pulse brew
for enhanced gourmet flavor extraction.
On-Board Self-Diagnostics automatically
notifies operator of preventive maintenance
needs or service requirements.
Energy Save Mode reduces energy consumption
when brewer is idle.

The Curtis ALPHA™ Brewing System
with FreshTrac™ technology… beyond
evolutionary, it’s revolutionary.
The Curtis ALP3GT™ Brewing Systems with FreshTrac™
technology, a revolutionary way to keep decanters ready to
serve freshly brewed coffee. FreshTrac™ includes a flashing,
visual indicator to monitor the freshness of coffee right from
the point of brewing. This technology eliminates the need
to manually manage coffee freshness using hanging timer
rings or marking devices. FreshTrac™ makes it simple and
convenient for managers and crew to ensure they are serving
a Gold Standard Premium Roast cup of coffee, every brew.

Factory Set for out-of-the-box operation.

FRESHTRAC™ FEATURES
Silent, Visual Alarm green, red and yellow
indicator lights provide a simple, intuitive way to
monitor coffee freshness.
Dishwasher Safe FreshTrac™
including
tracking
receivers can be fully
submerged without
damage.
Fully Automatic
FreshTrac™ starts with
every brew cycle.
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Specifications
MODEL NO.

BREW CAPACITY

DIMENSIONS HxWxD

VOLTAGE

ALP3GT15A826

12 Cup/Brew

19.75” x 9.125” x 20.375”

220V

POWER REQUIREMENTS

CORD & PLUG

3800W 17.3A 1PH 3W+G 50/60Hz 6” NEMA L14-20P

WATER SOURCE SHIP WT. (LBS.) CUBE FT.

1/4” Flare

30 lbs.

2.8
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